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Enterprise Risk Management—
Use of Software Tool

E
nterprise Risk Assessor

(ERA) is a software solution

developed by a team of

Accounting professionals who

formed Methodware (a New

Zealand based company) for organ-

isations requiring a company-wide,

systematic and consistent approach

to business risk management. ERA

facilitates the identification,

recording, assessment, treatment,

and monitoring of risks across an

organisation, combining the

integrity of internationally recog-

nised standards and methodologies

with the experience of organisa-

tions worldwide, ERA gives risk

managers and auditors consider-

able flexibility to collect informa-

tion, analyse that information and

present structured, tailored report-

ing to unit and/or senior manage-

ment and others. All data collected

is maintained in a centralised data-

base. This database is centrally

managed and updated locally

across a company’s various busi-

ness areas. The system provides

flexible risk recording, tracking,

communication, analysis, report-

ing, data storage and retrieval func-

tionality.

ERA is a powerful, user-friendly

risk management system that :

● Automates manual approaches

to risk management

● Eliminates existing duplication

● Provides consistency in

approach and output

● Significantly reduces report

turn-around time

● Enhances analysis at both the

business unit and company

level

● Provides increased security to

the access of confidential risk

information

● Allows a company to take

advantage of opportunities

arising out of well managed

and controlled risks

The Three Step Assess-
ment Process

ERA comprises three components;

the Builder Tool, Assessor Tool and

Consolidation Tool.

The Builder Tool: The Risk

Manager develops the assessment

framework (influenced by stake-

holders) and generates the Assessor

Tool.

The Assessor Tool: Assessments

conducted, information gathered

and reports on individual business

units issued. Reports generated

contain sorted and filtered informa-

tion for any reporting objectives, as

required.

The Consolidation Tool:

Consolidates all individual risk

assessments into one enterprise

wide assessment for reporting to

the board, investors/lenders and

regulators.

The Builder Tool
Managed centrally within the Risk

Management / Internal Audit

Team, the Builder Tool is used to

capture the organisation’s unique

risk framework. Information from

existing Risk Registers can be

imported into the Builder Tool and

modified over time to meet ever-

changing risk management needs
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Diagram 1: ERA - Integrated Internal Audit and Risk Management Solution
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as the only certainty in risk man-

agement is change.

The corporate risk framework

is built upon a hierarchy of risk

areas, risks and controls. Building

the risk  framework centrally

ensures there is consistency in risk

terminology, classification and

scoring across the business. 

A separate objective hierarchy

can be defined in the Builder Tool

to provide organisations with an

additional reporting line for risk

information across the business. 

This enables an organisation,

for example, to document and

undertake a risk assessment on the

strategic objectives of the com-

pany. Individual business units can

document their unique business

objectives within this objectives

hierarchy in the Assessor Tool.

Model details, such as termi-

nology, field descriptions, classifi-

cation categories etc. can be con-

trolled from the Builder Tool.

Additional information fields can

also be defined. No assessment is

undertaken in the Builder Tool.

The Assessor Tool
Generated from the Builder Tool

and structured according to the risk

framework defined in the Builder

Tool, the Assessor Tool is used to

conduct detailed assessments

across the organisation. The

Assessor Tool provides users

across the organisation with a man-

agement tool which enables them

to identify, assess, treat and moni-

tor the risk profile within their

business area. Users have the abil-

ity to add new risk and control

information in the Assessor Tool

(which may be specific to their area

of business), but they cannot alter

the underlying risk area framework

that was defined in the Builder

Tool. This ensures consistent

application of the risk framework

across the company and therefore

enables assessments to be consoli-

dated and analysed both at a busi-

ness unit and company level. In

addition to the risk area hierarchy,

and the objective hierarchy, a third

risk reporting line can be docu-

mented in the Assessor Tool to cap-

ture business unit processes. Users

in the Assessor tool have complete

flexibility to define their processes

and to undertake a full risk and

control assessment against these. 

If all three reporting lines are

enabled, an organisation can report

risks by the corporate risk framework

(defined in the Builder Tool and

applied across all parts of the busi-

ness), by a separate objectives frame-

work (defined in the Builder Tool and

added to in the Assessor Tool) and

also by a process framework (defined

in the Assessor Tool only).

The Assessor Tool facilitates

Risk Identification: The Assessor

Tool provides for the systematic

identification and recording of

risks and factors giving rise to those

risks. Each risk is assigned one risk
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owner. Designed specifically with

end users in mind, the Assessor

Tool provides a user-friendly risk

management tool. Users familiar

with a Windows environment will

find the Assessor Tool both easy to

navigate and easy to learn.

Risk Evaluation: End Users Models

provide qualitative risk evaluation

based upon the likelihood of a risk

being realised and the potential conse-

quence. The parameters used to assess

both likelihood and consequence are

defined in the Builder Tool.

Each risk is assigned an

absolute risk score, a controlled risk

score (residual risk) and if required,

a treated risk score. Risks can be

sorted and filtered on these scores

(and other fields such as risk owner)

and reports generated accordingly.

Online graphing illustrates the

movement of risk across the three

levels of assessment.

Risk Mitigation: The Assessor
Tool enables mitigating action,
or treatments, to be raised at a
risk level. The system captures
information specific to each

treatment, (e.g. description, sta-
tus, priority, who is responsible
for the action, treatment cost and
key dates) to record where in its
lifecycle the treatment currently
is. Alerts can be raised in the sys-
tem to help track and monitor
treatments and progress reports
can be generated.

Risk Monitoring: The Assessor

Tool provides for the continuous

monitoring of risks, controls and

treatments. The system supports an

automatic alert message function-

ality based on specified time peri-

ods. These can be set at any level in

the hierarchy, i.e. for risks, controls

and/or treatments.

A full audit trail is available

from the Assessor Tool for all addi-

tions, deletions and changes to the

database.

Incident/Loss Data: ERA provides

an incident/loss database, enabling

an organisation to capture incident /

loss data across the business.

Users can select either finan-

cial or non-financial loss event

functionality. Supporting a holistic

approach to loss event manage-

ment, users can link both internal

and external losses to key risks and

controls in the risk framework and

put in place treatments to prevent

reoccurring losses.

Early Warning System: ERA pro-

vides an early warning system

through use of Key Risk Indicators

(KRIs). Indicator bounds (upper,

lower and benchmark) can be set up

for each indicator and tracked over

time. Email alerts can be set up to warn

when one or more of these bounds

have been breached. Information for

each KRI can be imported from flat

files generated from other business

systems (e.g. the HR system). 

Reporting: Supporting both

generic and ad hoc reports, the

Assessor Tool provides full inter-

face to Microsoft® Word and Excel

for reporting and analysis. Report

templates can be fully customised

to reflect the organisation’s current

reporting formats. Sophisticated

sorting, filtering, graphing and

reporting ensure that business man-

agers have ready access to key

information in a format that makes

sense to them.

Additional functionality, such

as Word Form reporting, provides

rapid and accurate distribution and

consolidation of information from

multiple business areas where

users are not given direct access to

the database. Word Form reporting

involves generating a series of risk

assessments from the Assessor

Tool in a Word document format

for completion by individuals. The

completed data is then automati-

cally extracted from the documents

and loaded into the database for

reporting and analysis.

HTML reports are also avail-

able, enabling the organisation to

share and collect risk information

across the company Intranet.
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The Consolidation Tool

Individual risk profiles captured in

the Assessor Tool can be loaded

into the Consolidation Tool to pro-

vide a consolidated view of risk

across the business and/or over

time. The Consolidation Tool pro-

vides users with the ability to

analyse risk and control informa-

tion across the organisation, in par-

ticular to:

● Identify and report on the top ‘n’

risks across the organisation at a

point in time.

● Identify ineffective controls.

● View, summarise and report on

all losses across the organisa-

tion.

● View and report on all treat-

ments raised across the organisa-

tion.

● Compare and report on risk pro-

files across business units, divi-

sion, geographic location etc.

Consolidated enterprise wide

risk assessments for the Board,

investors/lenders and regulatory

bodies can be generated in the

Consolidation Tool.

ERA is available in a number of

different solutions, depending on

the needs and size of an organiza-

tion.

Benefits of Implementing ERA

Implementing ERA will provide:

✎ A formalised means of logging

risk information across multiple

business units

✎ All users are provided with a

management tool to record,

assess, treat, and monitor risks

specific to their business area.

✎ A risk management approach

which enable risks to be managed

locally and collated centrally

✎ Data collected by users at the

business unit level can be

rolled up and viewed at a com-

pany-wide level.

✎ Increased security applied to

the access of confidential

information

✎ Security ensures that only

authorised users have access

to data stored in the database.

✎ A consistent approach allow-

ing skills transfer across the

organisation

✎ Defining the risk framework

and variable settings in the

Builder Tool ensures consis-

tency in the risk  management

approach and terminology

across the organisation.

✎ Improvements to the quality of

data capture and use

✎ The system provides a structured

environment for the collection

and treatment of risk informa-

tion. Data recorded in the data-

base can be readily accessed for

analysis, monitoring and report-

ing purposes.

✎ A reduction in manual processes

and elimination of duplication
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✎ One of the primary benefits of

automation is an elimination of

duplication. The system has

sophisticated linking facility,

enabling many-to-many rela-

tionships to be created and effec-

tively managed.

✎ Improved management reporting

by producing a snapshot of com-

pliance to Risk Management pro-

cedure at all levels within the

organisation at any time and an

overview of the risk profile of and

major risks facing the company 

✎ ERA has sophisticated reporting

(both ad hoc and generic) avail-

able. Reports can be generated at

an individual business unit level to

identify key risks for that unit or at

a company level to identify major

risks facing the organisation. 

✎ The delivery of more informa-

tive results than conventional

spreadsheets

✎ Updated reports can be gener-

ated from the system at the touch

of a button, improving report

turn around time. This ensures

resources are spent collecting

and analyzing key risks rather

than reporting on those risks.

ERA incorporates or is consis-
tent with the following stan-
dards, methodologies and reg-
ulations:
☞ Clause 49 of the Listing

Agreement of Stock Exchanges

in India. 

☞ Basel II Sound Practices for the

Management and Supervision of

Operational Risk 

☞ Sarbanes-Oxley Act Sections

302 & 404 (The establishment

and reporting of internal controls)

☞ COSO Enterprise Risk Mana-

gement Framework (The generic

COSO business model frame-

work is provided with ERA)

☞ ISO 17799 Code of practice

framework for Information

Systems Security

☞ AS/NZS 4360:1999 Risk

Management Standard

(Contributed by Deepjee Singhal

and Manish Pipalia)
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No. 4341: Delhi based ACA willing to work on

Partnership/retainership/assignment/sub-contract basis.

Contact: 9810283471, nidhi4dev@yahoo.co.in.

◆ ◆ 

No. 4342: New Delhi based CA firm requires CA’s in

Mumbai, Pune, Chennai, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Kolkata

on Partnership/Assignment/Sub-contract/Retainership

basis.  Apply with Full Particulars and Profile.  Also required

paid accounts assistants/accounts officers/Manager

(Finance) for clients.  Please apply to: M/s. SKSA &

Associates, Chartered Accountants, 3406, IIIrd Floor, D.B.

Gupta Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi – 110005, Ph No.

25763403-06, Mobile: 9810307567, E-mail- singhal-

s@eth.net.

◆ ◆ 

No. 4343: Coimbatore based CA firm having offices in

Coimbatore, Bangalore and Mumbai wishes to take over

existing practice of another CA firm on goodwill basis in

Bangalore.  Interested firm contact on (080) 57656895/(0422)

2236997/98422-91773.  E-mail: audit@pnr-co.org.

◆ ◆ 

No. 4344: There are few vacancies in our firm for Mumbai

& Vapi office for the Articled Clerk, qualified/semi quali-

fied, preferably Female Assistants staying in Western

Suburb may apply.  Candidates will get good experience in

Taxation matter, Company Audit, Tax Audits and Sales

Tax matters.  Mail your resume to mdprajapati@vsnl.net.

◆ ◆ 

No. 4345: Practicing in Kolkata, looking for opportunity to

develop base in Bangalore/Bombay willing to buy goodwill

on out right basis.  Contact: Mahesh Kumar Mundhra, 3,

British Indian Street, 3rd Floor, Room No. 3C, Kolkata –

700069. Phone:  22100174, 22104631.

◆ ◆ 

No. 4346: Looking for young and smart Chartered

Accountant or existing CA’s in practise for our firm at chen-

nai on partnership/assignment/retainership/sub-contract

basis.  Apply with full particulars and profile.  Contact E-

mail anand3@lycos.com Tele: 28217636, Mobile

9381038277

◆ ◆ 

No. 4347: Chennai based FCA with DISA qualification

with Infrastructure seeks professional work on

Partnership/Retainership/Assignment/Sub-contract basis.

Contact – 9840131965, gchandruca@yahoo.com.

◆ ◆ 

No. 4348: Articles required by Delhi based CA firm.  Please

contact pchopra@vaishassociates.com or info@vaishasso-

ciates.com, urgently.  Phone/Fax  26252537/26254178

between 10.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m.

◆ ◆ 

No. 4349: Qualified Chartered Accountant with knowledge

of IFRS and US GAAP seeks professional work on

Partnership/assignment/retainership/sub-contract    basis.
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